MTI MARKER
Many airfields with primary radar installations use active reflectors to check the geographical alignment of the PSR
video with the touchdown points, runway crossing points, etc. The active reflector (also known as a stationary
target) must produce a "Doppler" shift such that the stationary target is not filtered out as clutter, but passes
through the Moving Target Indication (MTI) / Moving Target Detection (MTD) processor and is presented on the
radar screen of the Air Traffic Controller.
Intersoft Electronics MTI Marker provides such a target, simulating the Doppler shift of a moving target by inverting
the phase of energy received from an antenna and reflecting it back. As such, the output power is determined by
the input power. To achieve proper operation, power/antenna gain and the distance between radar and marker
must be known. The maximum Radar Cross Section (RCS) of the simulated target is determined by the selection
of the marker antenna and can be lowered by inserting attenuators.
The IE MTI Marker set-up can perform the following functions:
MTI Marker: Using 1 Stationary Target Generator (STG882)
for continuous alignment checks of the PSR
Resolution testing: Using one STG882 on a fixed position
and one RTG as moving target
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Test Flight Simulation: Using the Radar Target Generator (RTG)
STG882
In essence, the STG882 can be considered as a mirror
for RF signals. It is installed on a fixed position in the
field and accepts signals in L/S/C/X band. The STG882
reflects the signals back to the source with or without
phase reversal. It is a passive system and will not
amplify the transmitted signal.

Radar Cross Section (RCS) varies with the orientation
and type of the aircraft. Calibration of the test aircraft’s
RCS is complex, thereby increasing the difficulty to
accurately reproduce a test flight. The MTI Marker +
RTG solve this challenge.

Antenna and set-up
The standard configuration of an MTI Marker delivery
includes a 2300-2700MHz parabolic grid antenna (an
alternative antenna can be provided based on user
requirements). The selected antenna will depend on
the polarization of the PSR antenna, distance to the
PSR, and the required gain.
The best location to install an MTI Marker is in direct
line of sight to the radar system; a location should
be selected that avoid significant ground clutter. The
RASS software can be used to measure a clutter map
prior to installation and to calculate the expected path
losses and resulting performance of the MTI Marker
set-up a given application.
Optional Test Flight Simulation
The antenna of the MTI Marker can also be used with
an Intersoft Electronics Radar Target Generator (RTG).
This RTG can be used as a Test Flight Simulator,
avoiding expensive test flights which are often used
during the SAT procedure of radar systems. Aside from
cost, a significant downside of test flights is that the
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The number of test flights in support of maintenance
procedures and quality control of the PSR can be
significantly reduced by using the RTG programmable
RCS. The RTG can precisely generate reflected signals
of an aircraft independently of the radar characteristics
(frequency, PRF, etc.). To test the complete radar
system, it is necessary to generate the aircraft signals
in the field and include the system’s antenna. Different
test scenarios, addressing characteristics such as
range and velocity, can be simulated to test a radar’s
Doppler MTI function and blind speeds. The accuracy
of the radar system can be determined when the
simulated trajectory is compared to the output of the
radar system (ASTERIX). For this purpose, RASS-S
software provides matching tools. The method provides
users with a repeatable and low-cost replacement for
the expensive test flights and offers a standardized and
calibrated maintenance procedure. More information
can be found in the RTG brochure.

STG882 SPECIFICATIONS
INTERFACES
Rf

N female

Battery access

Battery easy accessible

RF
Frequency Range

1 to 10GHz (specified on order)

Maximum allowed input power (no damage)

34dBm

Maximum input power (1dB compression)

30dBm

Maximum Switching losses

3dB

Target

Primary target at fixed range from -20dBz to 5dBz (determined
by pick-up antenna)

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Battery

Lithium 3.6V

Battery Lifetime

Low power consumption: battery operated for >5 year
(advised to check battery yearly)

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
Enclosure

Robust construction, IP65 rating (a plastic cover is delivered
for extra protection against weather conditions)

Temperature Range - Operating / Non-operating

-40° to +85°C (-40° to 185°F)

Relative Humidity

40 to 85% (non-condensing)

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions WxHxD

120 x 120 x 90 mm (4.7” x 4.7” x 3.5”)

Weight

0.9kg (2lbs)

STANDARD ANTENNA*
Antenna type

2300 to 2700MHz parabolic grid antenna (based on supplier
information) | Verified by IE: 2.7-2.9Hz 22dBi

Gain

25dBi

Polarization

Vertical/Horizontal (depends on set-up of the antenna)

Horizontal/Vertical Beamwidth

11° / 7°

Wind loading

55m/s (123 mph)

Temperature range

-40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F)

Thermal shock

-40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F); 1°C/min (1.8°F/min)

Salt spray

In accordance with test method 96H**

Water ingress rating

IPX6

Dimensions WxHxD

0.6 x 0.9 m (2’ x 3’)

Mast diameter

40 to 50mm (1.6” to 2”)

Weight

3kg (6.6 lbs)

*Directional antenna is chosen according to radar type, polarization and RCS
** Based on supplier information
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